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PR: Optaglio opens its new research center for forensic protection

Optaglio today announced the establishment of a research center focused on forensic aspects of anticounterfeit protection
technologies for different types of documents. This center will work as a separate unit closely connected to Optaglio Labs.
The new unit equipped with a broad range of technical accessories will be able to simulate different types of attacks against
documents such as removal of protective elements. It will focus on strategies for protection against such attacks and
development of new technologies. New anticounterfeit measures will be thoroughly tested to make sure their applicability in the
environment of real production (speed, batches, lamination temperature, pressures etc.) The center is partly subsidized by EU
funds.
"New research center is to bring a unique combination of different physical approaches. We will also try to apply holograms on
new substrates and open a lot of interesting new questions. Rather than just development of new products, our goal is to reach a
thorough understanding of a phenomenon. This will enable us to build entirely new solutions," said Dr. Tomáš Karenský, senior
research manager in Optaglio.
An important part of research activities will focus on microholograms, tiny particles with a holographic surface, invented by
Optaglio. Microholograms are sometimes called "holographic dust" and enable several levels of inspection, including forensic.
Optaglio is uniquely positioned to run a scientific center focused on forensic technologies. In 1994, it originated from Czech
Academy of Science and research is still a top priority for the organization. Optaglio has built an international scientific team and
large research center, Optaglio Labs, in Lochovice in Central Bohemia (Czech Republic). The company is a pioneer and the
global leader in ebeam lithography and patented many innovations, including microholograms and specific technologies for
integrating optical security features into polycarbonate cards.
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Optaglio is a leading global provider of advanced optical security devices and the market leader in ebeam lithography. During
almost 25 years of our history, we have delivered hundreds of millions of holograms to governments, financial institutions and
other organizations in more than 50 countries around the world. Our unique technology has been broadly recognized as the
industry standard for optical security.
Optaglio, certified to relevant international standards, operates under strict 24/7 security supervision. Our comprehensive
security system covers people, processes, data and facilities. The company is a member of International Hologram Association
(IHMA) through which it registers all its security devices and hologram in the central security register, in London.
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